Crossing Eastern Colorado and Nebraska - Environmental Changes You Can See from the Car
Crossing eastern Colorado and Nebraska, from Denver
to Lincoln, is almost exactly 500 miles, downhill and
into a region of higher rainfall. This post describes
ecological changes you can observe in that journey.
Denver and the Colorado Front Range are at elevations
over 5000ʹ′ (1500 m). Lincoln is at 1,176 ft (358 m). The
3800ʹ′ drop is gradual. It may be that the elevation at
Denver gives it a cooler climate than Lincoln, but the
differences are not dramatic. What is dramatic is the
change in rainfall. The annual Denver rainfall is 15ʺ″ (39
cm) while the annual rainfall is 28ʺ″ (72 cm). Almost double. (For comparison, Washington D.C.
averages 43ʺ″ (108 cm)).
The result of the rainfall gradient is a plant gradient. It is not as easy to see today as it was before
crops replaced native vegetation, but you can see some of the consequences. Look for these next
time you make this trip.
It is a principle of plant biology that bigger plants need more water. In eastern Colorado,
unplanted areas have plants reaching at best knee-high
(2-3ʹ′, less than 1 m). In 2013 June and July rainfall in
eastern Colorado was above average, so the heights of
plants on the plains of Colorado were about as tall as
they get. Historically it was shortgrass steppe and sand
sage prairie. Development and agriculture has replaced
most of the shortgrass steppe, but there’s still a lot of
sand sage prairie–because agriculture is much more
difficult on sand. In the photo you can see the plants
don’t reach the bottom strand of wire on a barbed wire
fence.
Trees are few. As you drive I-76 eastward, there are
many areas where no trees are visible. The 15ʺ″ rainfall
will not support trees. And remember that is the average!
A dry year is can be very dry and a tree has to survive
those. If you see trees, there is extra water, either a water
course or watering by people.
A second indicator of the rainfall in eastern Colorado
and western Nebraska is that there isn’t enough rain to
raise corn. If there is corn, it is irrigated. Usually it is a
center-pivot system, which can deliver water to all parts
of the field. Center pivots are circular, making the odd
green circles you see flying over the region.

Interstate 76 joins Interstate 80 at the eastern edge of Colorado. From there, I-80 follows the
Platte River. First it is the South Platte River. At the town of North Platte the North Platte and
South Platte Rivers merge and east of that, I-80 runs along the Platte itself most of the way
across Nebraska. Consequently the highway travels along relatively moist areas, river forests and
the river’s flood plain. Occasionally it crosses the river.
By North Platte, the annual average rainfall is 20 inches
(50 cm). Here, the native vegetation was midgrass
prairie. Taller plants crowded out the little plants of the
shortgrass steppe. It is difficult to see the change along
the highway. What I did notice was that there are more
trees near the towns of Big Springs, Ogallala, and North
Platte than in eastern Colorado. However, unless they
were right next to the river, the trees often looked
extremely battered, with large sections of dead wood. (In
the photo it is summer you can see leafless (dead)
branches.) Conditions are better for big plants like trees
in western Nebraska than in eastern Colorado, but by no
means good. Historically it was so dry that western
Nebraska was grassland (prairie) not forest.
Traveling eastward, one passes an invisible line just east of North Platte. But the line, at about
the 100th Meridian (longitude, degrees west) marks a major change of plants and animals. West
of the 100th Meridian are western plants and animals–western meadowlark, Rocky Mountain red
cedar, showy (western) milkweed. East of it are plants and animals whose ranges run clear to the
Atlantic: eastern meadowlark, eastern red cedar, common (eastern) milkweed. When and why do
plant and animal communities change? Because the conditions have changed enough,
presumably. You can visualize it as the plants and animals of the west spreading down from the
Rockies to meet the most drought-tolerant plants and animals of the eastern US–at about North
Platte.
Often the weather patterns on the two sides of that invisible line are different. Western Nebraska
might have a wet year or cool temperatures like Denver or San Francisco while eastern Nebraska
has a dry year or extra hot temperatures like St. Louis or Chicago.
Changing conditions explain the visible change in
roadside sunflowers. Across Colorado the dominant
roadside sunflower is the prairie sunflower, Helianthus
petiolaris, which, when tall, stands 3ʹ′ (1 m). Photo to the
right. Increasingly driving into Nebraska one sees the
common sunflower, Helianthus annuus, along the
roadsides, until, by eastern Nebraska, it is THE roadside
sunflower. Helianthus annuus can grow to 6ʹ′ (2 m) and
taller. It hybridizes with the prairie sunflower, so the
roadside sunflowers of the middle of Nebraska can be
hard to stick into one or the other species. The sunflowers

get even taller than in this photo!
By Kearney the average precipitation is 25ʺ″, and at
Grand Island 26ʺ″. At about that point the native
vegetation changed again, from midgrass prairie to
tallgrass prairie. More rain let tall grasses such as big
bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) and Indiangrass
(Sorgastrum nutans) overgrow the midgrasses. Tall
grasses were about 4ʹ′ tall in a dry year, but reached over 6ʹ′ when flowering. In a healthy native
prairie the tall grasses fill the area with stems, so walking through them is like swimming as you
push grass out of your way. In Nebraska, the prairie is
largely gone, replaced by agriculture, especially corn.
But corn is a grass. In fact, a tall grass. We have replaced
the native tallgrass prairie with a planted tallgrass prairie.
Walking thorough a mature cornfield is a lot like walking
through a tallgrass prairie.
Today, you can see the change in rainfall as the
appearance of unirrigated corn fields. From about
Lincoln eastward, there’s enough rain in most years to
raise a corn crop without irrigation.
In eastern Nebraska you can also see the increased rainfall in the more numerous and healthier
trees.
When you get out of the car in Lincoln, the humidity is obvious by Denver standards. That too is
an indicator of higher rainfall.
After crossing eastern Colorado and most of Nebraska, I stopped in Lincoln but the gradient
continues. Omaha gets 30ʺ″ of precipitation on the average, DesMoines 35ʺ″ and Chicago 36
inches. The tallgrasses grew taller more often, and trees did better and better. From about Omaha
east, there’s enough rainfall to support forests, but historically prairie fires kept the area
grassland.
Watch for the changes the next time you cross eastern Colorado and Nebraska.
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